B♭ Instruments

Et Tu, Gypsy?

Poparad [2016]

Rhumba \( \frac{3}{4} = 130 \)

[**Intro**] \( G- (\Delta 7) \)

\[ G-6 \]  \[ Open \]  \[ Last Time \]

---

[**A**] \( G- (\Delta 7) \)

\[ E 13 \]

---

\[ G- (\Delta 7) \]  \[ E 13 \]

---

[B] \( F \) min

\[ C7(b9) \]

---

\[ Bb7 \]  \[ E/G \]

---

\[ A♭/C \]  \[ A♭/G \]

---

[**Break**]

---

\[ G- (\Delta 7) \]  \[ G-6 \]

---

[**V.S. for 2nd ending**]